Service Guide
I can collect and return your bicycle in the Colchester area for free, further afield a small
charge will apply. (charge confirmed prior to pick-up)

Bronze Service – £40

(Parts not included)

Wheels:

Checked for wear, spoke tension, minor buckles trued, hubs checked for
play
Tyres:
Checked for wear and not perished, inflated to correct pressure
Headset:
Checked for play and adjusted if needed
Brakes:
Adjusted and balanced, Pads checked for wear
Gears:
Ensure both front and rear derailleurs are working/adjusted correctly
Bottom Bracket: Checked for wear and play, adjusted if needed.
In addition; Chain, Cables, Chain-set, nut and bolts checked for wear and lubricated as
needed

Silver Service - £55
Wheels:

(Parts not included)**

Checked for wear, spoke tension, wheels trued in stand, hubs checked
for play and adjusted, rims degreased
Tyres:
Checked for wear and not perished, inflated to correct pressure
Headset:
Stripped down and inspected, bearings cleaned and rebuilt
Brakes:
Degreased, cleaned and lubricated. Adjusted and balanced. Pads
checked for wear
Gears:
Degreased, cleaned and re-lubricated. Ensure both front and rear
derailleurs are working/adjusted correctly
Bottom Bracket: Removed cleaned. Checked for wear and play then lubricated and fitted
Chain:
Checked for wear and stretch. Degreased, cleaned and re-lubricated
Cassette:
Removed and cleaned, checked for wear
Frame and Forks: Cleaned and inspected for any damage
Pedals:
Removed and cleaned. Re-grease threads
Seatpost:
Removed and re-lubricated
In addition; Cables lubed, nuts and bolts checked for correct torque

Gold Service - Nuts and Bolts Strip Down and
Rebuild - £100 (Parts not included)**
Your bike will be stripped down to the frame then reassembled with every part cleaned, relubricated and set at the correct torque. (All four new cables included)
Each part checked and all components adjusted to be working as they should.
** For all Silver and Gold Rebuilds; Weather permitting, I’ll take your bike out for a testride to ensure its running as it should do.

Workshop Prices
The prices specified below are for single fit repairs of the more common ailments (These
prices exclude parts). Please contact me for any of your bicycle maintenance and repair
needs that may not be listed.
Full New groupset Fitted:
Gears reset/adjusted:
New inner cable fitted:
Realign rear hanger:
Puncture Repair Inc Tube:
Wheel true:
Hub/cone adjustment:
Headset Adjusted/Serviced:
Handlebars re-taped:
Brakes Adjusted:
New pads/blocks fitted:
New Bottom Bracket Fitted:
New Chain fitted:
Pedals removed/installed:

£50.00 (+ Bartape if needed)
£8.00
£8.00 (+ outer £12.00)
£8.00
£10.00
£15.00
£8.00
£5.00/£10.00
£15.00 (Racing bike)
£6.00
£8.00
£15.00
£12.00
£8.00

For all enquiries please contact me at the following;
Mark Pamment.
Mobile: 07890 073460
E-mail: markpamment@live.co.uk

